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The Institute of Chartered Shipbrokers (ICS), founded back in 1911, is the
only internationally recognized professional body representing all shipping
professionals. ICS provides professional maritime education to the shipping
industry. The Institute’s qualification is a unique hallmark of professionalism
worldwide.

What is the ICS Professional
Maritime Programme?
The ICS Professional Maritime Programme is
a 1-year course consisting of seven modules,
taught over two semesters. Compulsory
modules cover core aspects of the maritime
industry and electives offer a specialism in
different shipping areas. The Programme
is designed to provide participants with
holistic and profound knowledge of
commercial shipping and to develop the
necessary skills for career development.

List of modules:
COMPULSORY
Introduction to Shipping
Shipping Business
Economics of Sea transport
& International Trade
Legal Principles in Shipping business
ELECTIVES
Dry Cargo Chartering
Tanker Chartering
Ship Sale and Purchase
Ship Operations and Management
Shipping Law
Marine Insurance
Shipping Finance
Port Agency
Port and Terminal Management
Logistics and Multi-modal Transport
Offshore Support Industry
Liner Trades

Why study with ICS?
•O
 btain an internationally recognized professional
qualification
• Belong in a global community with an established network
of professionals
• Gain practical market knowledge from shipping experts
• Flexible study options (face to face and online classes)
• Become a member of the ICS, a mark of competence
worldwide

Who should attend?
•S
 hipping professionals, experts in a particular field,
wanting to advance their shipping knowledge and certify
their experience.
• Graduates and professionals of maritime, finance, business
management, legal, engineering and other disciplines who
wish to pursue a career in shipping.
•O
 fficers of the Merchant Marine willing to enhance their
sea-going experience and practice with commercial
insights.

How are the classes delivered?
Study Methods: Online and Physical (Face to face) classes
Classes take place during weekdays, twice per week,
evening hours (19:00-21:30)

Are there entry requirements?
• An academic Qualification (Bachelor’s or Master’s degree)
•R
 elevant work experience in the shipping market or other
commercial sectors (on preference)
• Excellent command of English (both writing and speaking)
An interview prior to the application is always taking place.

When can I register?
2 intakes are offered, September and January.

Hellenic Management Centre (HMC) is a Leading Maritime Education Centre in Greece
exclusively representing ICS since 2003. HMC is committed to provide the Shipping Industry
with qualified and well-educated workforce prepared to evaluate decisions in the context of the
complex and ever-changing shipping environment. All Lecturers are accredited ICS tutors with
internationally proven professional track record and extensive training experience.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
Email: info@helmc.com Tel: +30 210 4125945 www.helmc.com

